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honest man desirous to do right and did not, I am persuaded on that occasion depart intentionally from that course. The fault was in his nerves rather than in his heart. He was almost always in delicate health and the pressure of such men as his colleague Ewing and Mr. Clay aided by innumerable letters from his state, a kind of machinery of which the then opposition knew the use and value better than any party that ever existed, proved too much for him. Senator Mahlon Dickerson came to me and said, half laughingly and half seriously, that my old friend Judge Buggies had asked him to present him to me on which I stepped up to the Judge and shook hands with him with a degree of cordiality which seemed to" relieve him from a load of self reproach. Mr. Calhoun Avas in his seat but my mind receiA^ed no impression in respect to his conduct or appearance which it has retained. Our relations had been long too openly and decidedly hostile to be affected by what had recently taken place. 'Senators Clay and Webster were absent in the House of Representatives whither I proceeded in a short time. As I approached the outer door of that Chamber and had raised my hand to it it was opened from the other side and Mr. Webster entered he and myself being at the moment the only occupants of the small vestibule. He instantly dropt his eyes and kept them upon the marble floor as he passed me. Our meeting was too sudden and on both sides unexpected and aa^c passed each other too rapidly to admit of premeditation. He obeyed the impulse of the nno-ment, an impulse born of a sense of shame. I happened to turn to the left hand on coming into the narroAv passage which ran around the outside of the seats of the Members of the House of Representatives and thus unconsciously rendered unavoidable a meeting with Mr. Clay who Avas making his way, on the same side, towards the door by Avhich I had entered the Chamber. Our progress being frequently interrupted was so gradual as to attract the attention of many of the Representatives towards us—among others of a large group from among whom William S. Archer (a distinguished member from Virginia and an old personal friend of both of us) came to me, with mock gravity, and said that the House having taken into consideration the relative positions in Avhich, Mr. Clay and myself had been thrown and claiming the right to regulate a meeting which must now inevitably take place in its presence, had decided that we might approach each other with blandest and most friendly expressions of countenance, shake hands, even embrace and, indeed, indulge in any further demonstrations of affection that suited our tastes, but that kissing was inadmissible and Avould be held to be a breach of the privileges of the House and a contempt of its dignity. This speech being loudly applauded

